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This audiobook truly simplifies the complicated and multifaceted topic of Healthcare IT with all its
various niche terms and subjects such as HIPAA, Hospital IT, HITECH, Healthcare Information
Technology, HIT, etc. The overly technical jargon and robotic language has been virtually eliminated
so that anyone with an interest in the topic of Health IT will find it easy to listen to and understand
the terms being tossed around in the industry today. This audiobook cuts through the confusion and
delivers a powerful explanation in a simplified manner, offering optimized comprehension of this
complicated topic. Don't mistake simplification for limited delivery of quality content. This audio
covers the hot topics such as: options for encryption of personal health information, best ways to
protect patient privacy, HIPAA requirements and compliance, prevention of fraud by healthcare
insiders, wireless network security do's and don'ts, and even a section on what we can learn from
the Catholic Health System's network and data security. This audiobook is a crash course on the
most common issues hospitals, medical record handlers, and Healthcare IT professionals face on a
daily basis. The author structures the topics in a manner that defines the issue and explains the
easiest and most effective path from point A to point B, so that the listener can better comprehend
the actions necessary for a desirable outcome that both protects the hospital, patient data, and
healthcare professionals. Minimizing risks, cyber security, and patient privacy are at the core of
discussions in the healthcare industry. This audiobook offers the express learning bridge that has
been missing in the industry until now.
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This book is great for those starting or looking into Healthcare IT. It is very simple and gives a high
level overview of HIT. I would recommend this to any IT person, Infomatic Nurse, CFO or CEO
wanting to understand IT in the healthcare world

It depends on your viewpoint. If you are a healthcare administrator, business associate executive, or
even IT management that wants to know what HIPAA/HITECH is all about it is fairly well presented
overview. Lots of acronyms and technical jargon that will loose many that aren't part of the IT world.
On the flip side it would provide someone without an IT background some insight into what the IT
department or your security officer might be talking about. Author is well informed and attempts to
keep a very complicated subject organized and understandable. The author frequently goes into
product sales mode which didn't detract from the content too much and gave alternative source of
information. This book would need to be three times as long with more detailed explanation to be of
any real use.I'd probably purchase part two of the series, in depth details and methodologies, when
ever he writes it!

I've purchased this in every format. I have even purchased it for a couple of friends who were doing
their Master's Thesis (Cap Stone) both of which aced it. Clear, concise, accurate and to the point.

Solid book for beginner and experienced healthcare IT professionals. The applications in this book
are used every day in real life scenarios. Well done

This is a very high level overview and doesn't go into much detail of the requirements of the
technology. It is a good beginner book.

Great intro to health informatics.

This is all about security on health it. There is no other topic covered. The title is highly misleading.
Also is more like a pamphlet than a book.
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